
Hygge 5 Day Home
Pack 3

5 Days of Open Ended Play and
Ideas for Home



Hook: Story Telling
 

This can be done in one of two ways. You might decide to do a story telling
scrapbook and sit down with your child and ask them if they would like to tell
you a story. You can then scribe down what they tell you. At the end you can
read it back to them and ask if they would like to draw any pictures to go with

it. 
Or

Record down the stories children tell in their play when using their imagination.
When the play has finished these stories can be read back to the children.
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Hook: Create a Fairy Garden
Ideas for resources

1. Something to build your garden in. This could be a pot, raised bed,  wheel
barrow or even on a small scale in a mason jar. 

2. A home
3. Glass beads

4. Mirrors for water
5. Pebbles
6. Stones

7. Grass and mosses
8. Plants that children can grow

9.Toadstools
10. Fairy door

 11. Accessories like benches,  mini tool sets, tea sets...
12. Sign posts
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Hook: Make a cosy den or home for your favourite teddy
 
 

Can you make a house or a cosy den for your favourite small world character or
soft toy? What will you use? Can the children make a list of what materials will

be needed and draw up a labelled plan?
As they start building the den remember that the process of learning is more
important than the end outcome. Look at and support the ways the children

choose their materials and problem solve joining these together. 
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Hook: Look through old photos together and talk about your memories and
who's who. 

 
This might lead on to making a zig zag book about family members or creating
your own family tree. It could just be a wonderful way of re-living past holiday's

and precious moments and a quality time to connect and develop language. 
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Hook: Make some boats for your paddling pool
 

This is a lovely open ended hook that encourages lots of discussion on what
materials the child will use, what does it mean to be waterproof, do they predict
the boat will float? How many small world people can the boat hold? They can

then test out their ideas and problem solve in response. 
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A Quote To Stick Up


